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The jews are extremely frantic, and it's in their prophecies, that WW3 must
happen in order for them to gain all the remaining wealth of the Nations of the
Goyim.

Unless these people are put in a hole and a dam on top of it, they will keep trying
to do this. Trump aside other things has decided to move away from Syria.
Assad has been tried to be destroyed in Syria from 2012 and before. And he has
kept Syria alive, which is something the Jews do not like. Assad has also
declared that Israel is in War with Syria. All to create Greater Israel. Assad is a
gentleman, a great leader, and he has been trying to stabilize Syria for a long
time.

The jews hate this, as they want to engage USA in war in Syria. As they
themselves are cowards, Gentile Goyim from the "Second Empire of Esau" are
supposed to be used. In the same way "The Bastard Seed of Ishmaelites
(Arabs) are used as a broom to swipe out Europe". The last time where Israel
fought a war for itself was...Never.

https://ancient-forums.com/viewtopic.php?f=24&t=4121


As it's also known, the jewish "ISIS", also known as the Israel Secret Intelligence
Service, run by Mossad, has been closely annihilated in the region. Which is why
the jews need someone else for cannot fodder now, namely Syria. Israel has
also signed a deal with the UN to 'relocate' all the Africans and many others who
come in Israel, to Europe and other Western countries. The last places where
((("ISIS"))) has power in the region is on the Israeli borders. Because they supply
the terrorists directly obviously.

They of course need unrest in the region and an infinite supply of people who
are stricken by the fate the jews prepared for them, and others whom they can
use to fill the "Lands of Esau" with the "Ishmaelites" in order to cause WW3 and
Civil Wars in Europe. So, what do we have now, "Gas attacks"... (notice the
GAS, which is where the jews built another hoax as well, you know what it is).

Now GAS as a word adds up to 108 in Numerology, which further adds up to 9.
Which as everyone knows this is symbolic of the 40-day working.

If you pay close attention, they also did the same thing last year, during Sun in
Aries, in order to obviously start war. It was almost exactly the same day. They
repeated the same thing this year, on the same timeline.

We have also saved Syria. In our Rituals we have done "Damascus Is Being
Restored". The jews since have had misfortunes and couldn't bring Syria in the
pre-planned war. Damascus was restored by Assad and on the time he was
defeating the rebels and the terrorists, the jews made a false flag same time last
year.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SYoxnX2jKWM

There is a genocide going on, as we speak, and this is the Palestinian Genocide.
For those who are too brain-dead to understand, this is conducted by the Jews.
They have exterminated the Palestinians, and they have a state which they won
after WW2, and the fall of their opposing powers who tried to stop them. The
"world" celebrated in this moment. Now, they are massacring all the races
around in their proximity to build their promised land. And they will not stop,
unless forces stop them. They have remorseless hatred, that closely nobody of
the Gentiles can understand, as simply, no Gentile was ever born with such
psychopathy.

When we tell you to do the RTR's, we don't mean do something just to do it. We

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SYoxnX2jKWM


do the RTR's to avoid babies dying, wars erupting, pestilence and death from
falling on humanity, as we had the unfortunate event to be under the grasp of evil
forces as a planet. The RTR's mean avoid the death of innocents, RTR's means
peace, to do RTR's means to break the spells and the ignorance these reptilian
offspring bring to this world. To do RTR's means that the day will never come as
it's claimed in the bible that the jews will rule everyone, rape, and loot every
nation on earth, and where the majority of the people of the world will die horribly
in 'judgement' by these alien forces.

You may ignore these facts. However, there are lunatics who are promoting and
living for the above, fighting to manifest it for around 25 centuries. And they *will*
manifest it if there is no counter to such ugly manifestation. The universe has no
daddy that tries to look for the best inherently in it. The worst happens everyday
- if we actively, as human beings with spiritual powers do not look for the best,
the worst is going to come.

The Jews deserve to be ruined fully.

They are now orchestrating a false flag to get America involved in Syria again.
Their big idiot who does war for them. Nobody can call themselves American
and fight to exterminate innocents only so that Israel can expand. The jews are
bloodthirsty freaks, and they have been drinking blood of neighbor nations since
Israel was created. Before this, they brag on the famine, death, and destruction
they caused to all Gentile races in the bible. According to them, death, and
everything else visited people of the ancient past, was from "God", the
sky-daddy of Israel.

Here they are creating another Hollywood False Flag in order to agitate world
powers and find the necessary excuses to start, yet another war. This is done
because jews are cornered worldwide with the levels of awakening. But
awakening only scares the jew to some extent. The truth is the jews will never let
on, and they will surrender only if fully cornered, only to go another way to
destroy humanity again.

This is not close to put forth in war, these are desperate attempts to fan the
flames of hatred. If anything else happens, we will do RTR's like we have done in
years past. For now, everyone must participate in the schedule.

If you think this is a fucking joke, wait until more and more people die, or until
you die, in order to understand that what we have told you was the Truth. But it
will be too late to act then. Now, the timing is optimal to stop the enemy and foil



all of their attempts.

If the RTR's are done, the whole thing will boomerang back into the enemy, like
everything else. Little by little, the hooknose merchants have their deathly intents
returned to them, and the grave they have preparing for humanity to enter, they
will enter by their own hand. The jews are losing just read on these comments.

The "Goyim" Will all wake up. And when they do, Israel's seeds of corruption
will be wiped out.

(((Dozens dead in chemical attack in Syria)))...

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=1&v=XsmkBh1ybrs
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